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8 Definition

9 A mechanism is a complex structure, consisting of

10 interrelated parts/components each with characteristic

11 functions, and organized in such a way that they yield

12 regular and predictable systemic behavior.

13 Characteristics

14 Research within much of the life sciences aims at

15 discovering and elaborating specific mechanisms

16 underlying phenomena or systemic behaviors rather

17 than at unraveling general laws and unified theories,

18 where a mechanism can be understood as “a composite

19 of interrelated parts, each performing its own func-

20 tions, that are combined in such a way that each

21 contributes to producing a behavior of the system”

22 (Bechtel and Richardson 1993, p. 17). Of course,

23 there are “theories” that guide this research, though

24 these can be thought of as guidelines or programs of

25 research for constructing models, together with allied

26 methodologies, and not theories in the more dominant

27 philosophical usage.

28 The picture that results when we turn to the life

29 sciences, and to systems biology, is one depicting

30hierarchically organized systems, though not ones

31with a simple mereological structure. Herbert Simon

32captures this idea under the title of “the architecture of

33complexity” (1969). Hierarchical systems are orga-

34nized around interrelated subsystems, with determi-

35nate capacities and behaviors. Those subsystems in

36turn are organized around their subsystems with their

37determinate capacities and behaviors. At each level of

38organization, we look to mechanisms that explain the

39systemic behavior. This emphasis on hierarchically

40structured mechanisms is characteristic of much

41research within the biological sciences, including at

42least work within physiology, cellular and molecular

43biology, biochemistry, genetics, and neuroscience.

44Mechanistic explanations depend upon models of

45mechanisms, or partial models of mechanisms, that

46specify the relevant parts, their properties, and organi-

47zation, together with boundary conditions and deduce

48systemic behavior based on these variables. Some-

49times these are called “mechanism sketches” or

50“mechanism schemata,” because they are inevitably

51partial and fragmentary, though “mechanistic models”

52seems to capture the same idea.

53Each of these features of mechanisms deserves

54some comment.

55• Mechanistic models aim at explaining the behavior,

56dispositions, capacities, and properties of a system,

57in a characteristic context. The Hodgkin-Huxley

58model is a mechanistic model geared toward cap-

59turing nerve transduction, the propagation of

60a signal down a neuron. The model of the lac-

61operon is a mechanistic model geared toward

62explaining how the cell regulates the consumption

63of lactose, and how it switches from digesting sim-

64pler sugars to others that are more complex (cf.

W. Dubitzky, O. Wolkenhauer, K. Cho & H. Yokota (eds.), Encyclopedia of Systems Biology,
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65 Richardson and Stephan 2007). Typically, the

66 systemic behaviors of interest, as in these cases,

67 are ones that are reasonably reliable, robust, and

68 reproducible, at least within a range of situations.

69 These are the behavioral phenomena of interest.

70 • Mechanistic models depend on a particular decom-

71 position of the system into constituent elements, or

72 parts. Parts are components of the system; only

73 parts that contribute to a systemic behavior of inter-

74 est are considered parts of the mechanism. So the

75 parts of a mechanism are the working parts of the

76 mechanism that contribute to a given systemic phe-

77 nomenon. As Stuart Kauffman emphasized, it

78 follows that multiple decompositions of a system

79 into parts are possible insofar as we are interested in

80 distinct behavioral phenomena. Consequently, with

81 a well-defined behavior, some decompositions will

82 be irrelevant, and others pertinent to explaining that

83 systemic phenomenon.

84 • Each part will be associated with “intrinsic” capac-

85 ities and behaviors within the model. Roughly, the

86 capacities include the potentials for a mechanism,

87 or a part of a mechanism, within an optimal context.

88 The context that is optimal for a part optimizing its

89 potential or capacity may vary widely from its sys-

90 temic context; as a consequence, its behavior in situ

91 may be different in the systemic context; therefore,

92 the potential, or capacity, captures the maximum

93 production potential of the part. The more specific

94 capacities realized within a given context will

95 describe the actual behaviors of the components

96 within the actual systemic contexts, including the

97 range of behaviors possible within a limited regime.

98 It is the realized capacities that are relevant to the

99 mechanistic models.

100 • The components are typically treated functionally.

101 This means that the articulation of parts and their

102 functions is not distinguished. So a gene is some-

103 thing that “codes for” a particular trait, or more

104 accurately something that “makes a specific differ-

105 ence” with respect to a given phenotype in a given

106 context, or even more minimally something that

107 “codes for” a specific sequence of nucleic acids. In

108 understanding the role components play within the

109 broader systemic context, organization will be cru-

110 cial, as will the specific boundary conditions within

111 which the system is embedded.

112• The organization, and the complexity, of hierarchi-

113cally organized systems can vary substantially. The

114simplest organization will be decomposable, or

115nearly decomposable, with no organizational

116effects, or a sequential organization. In simply

117decomposable systems, there is no interaction

118among the parts; this would be the limiting case

119for a mechanism. In nearly decomposable systems,

120the interaction between the parts is weaker, or more

121infrequent, than interaction within the parts; none-

122theless, the parts will have determinate capacities.

123Toward the other extreme are systems with substan-

124tial feedback and interaction among the parts. In

125these cases there are various forms of, e.g., epige-

126netic control. These will generally be

127nondecomposable systems, exhibiting complex

128nonlinear dynamics. These are the kind of systems

129of most interest to systems biology.

130Understanding mechanisms in this way raises

131a number of interesting and related issues.

132First, there are two broadly different ways to

133approach the modeling of complex systems. The first

134focuses on modeling systemic behaviors without spe-

135cific attention to information concerning the composi-

136tion of the system, or the capacities of the components.

137These are phenomenological models that aim to cap-

138ture the capacities and behaviors of systems,

139depending on hypothetical components and organiza-

140tion. The second constructs models while relying on

141independent information concerning the parts, pro-

142cesses, and organization of the system. The behavior

143and capacities of the components, as well as the orga-

144nization may be known approximately, and not

145exactly. This distinction between two modeling

146approaches is not wholly dichotomous, and various

147mixed strategies are available in the construction and

148elaboration of models. The contrast we have in mind is

149sometimes marked off as one between “top-down” and

150“bottom-up” modeling; alternately, the contrast can be

151seen as one between inverse and forwardmodeling (cf.

152Westerhoff et al. 2009). Both yield mechanistic

153models, though there are important differences

154between them.

155Second, models may be qualitative or quantitative.

156Quantitative models are of course more amenable to

157experimental testing, and their elaboration is corre-

158spondingly more constrained. It is often true that

159inverse modeling is more concerned with qualitative

M 2 Mechanism
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160 fit than quantitative fit to the systemic behavior. This is

161 not always so. Carl Craver (2007) argues, for example,

162 that the classic Hodgkin and Huxley model of the

163 action potential is fundamentally a mathematical

164 description of the time course of changes, and not

165 a mechanistic model of them at all. What is missing,

166 on his view, is an understanding of the mechanisms

167 responsible for those changes the Hodgkin and Huxley

168 model describes. Similarly, Kauffman’s cybernetic

169 models might serve as perfectly adequate predictive

170 models despite the fact that they do not offer mecha-

171 nistic explanations, though in general he is content

172 with a qualitative fit to the phenomena. There are

173 clear advantages to quantitative models, when we

174 focus on how models are elaborated. For example,

175 genetic sequencing has allowed us to identify open

176 reading frames, genetic sequences that can synthesize

177 proteins. In many cases, the actual gene products, and

178 their functions, are not known. We can incorporate the

179 genes with known functions into models of a gene

180 regulatory network which represents what is currently

181 known about metabolic and regulatory features. It is

182 then possible to identify discrepancies between

183 predicted and observed growth patterns in E. coli,
184 even when the predictions are based on the incomplete

185 models. With such information, it is sometimes possi-

186 ble to reconstruct what metabolic activities are missing

187 in the computational models. Knowing what enzy-

188 matic activities are missing, it is also possible to

189 identify a class of genetic sequences capable of pro-

190 ducing the required enzymes. It is then possible to

191 search for those sequences given our antecedent

192 knowledge of the unidentified open reading frames.

193 Essentially, we pull ourselves up by our bootstraps.

194 Third, there is an issue whether such models depend

195 on laws or regularities and whether this matters. Mech-

196 anistic explanations, and the character of mechanisms,

197 already have a rich, if relatively recent, history of

198 philosophical analysis (see Bechtel and Richardson

199 1993; Bechtel 2008; Craver 2008Au1 ; Machamer et al.

200 2000). The alternative initially developed out of

201 a frustration with the deductive-nomological model

202 of explanation and the accounts of reduction they

203 engendered, which proved to be inadequate for captur-

204 ing the type of explanations encountered in the life

205 sciences. This does not mean that there are not signif-

206 icant regularities governing systemic behavior, though

207 the sorts of “laws” promoted by Positivist philosophers

208 seem to play little role. There is an interesting

209philosophical project, in capturing the sorts of regular-

210ities that feature in model building generally and in

211models of biological systems specifically.

212Fourth, there is a persistent question about the

213concept, or concepts, of levels that are at play in

214these discussions. Wimsatt (2007) is perhaps still the

215most thoughtful discussion of the idea of levels of

216organization. Sometimes, “levels” mean levels of

217organization, sometimes levels of description, some-

218times levels of explanation, and sometimes levels of

219analysis. There is no easy shift among these ideas; and

220there is no agreement as to how to understand any of

221them. Within systems biology, it is probably not nec-

222essary to resolve these issues. What is generally true,

223however, is that mechanisms within systems biology

224typically span several levels of organization, however

225these are understood. So, e.g., within molecular cell

226biology, a model of cell metabolism will include mol-

227ecules, organelles, and cells, at the very least. Simi-

228larly, though developmental geneticists do emphasize

229the importance of genes, it is now clear that develop-

230ment involves a dynamic interplay among DNA, RNA,

231proteins, cellular structures, and intercellular factors,

232with every factor affecting and being affected by every

233other.

234In addition to these more local issues, there are at

235least two broad issues that are raised by the understand-

236ing of mechanisms within systems biology.

237One concerns the role of organization in modeling

238whole systems. It is broadly agreed that systems cannot

239generally be understood as simply aggregates of

240elements, but are organized systems with an array of

241diverse sorts of constituents. In many cases, the orga-

242nization makes it difficult or to identify the units of

243analysis, or, once identified, to identify their functional

244properties. Sometimes there is a more modular organi-

245zation, in which case once the modular functions are

246understood, the systemic behaviors are more readily

247understood.

248The second concerns reduction and emergence.

249This is closely related to the form of organization

250present in the system. Some find it plausible to think

251that once a system is characterized in molecular terms,

252it follows that a systemic reduction has been accom-

253plished. This is most plausible when the system can be

254decomposed, into constituent parts with well-defined

255functions. In other cases, in which component func-

256tions are so context dependent that the system dynam-

257ics depend on parts whose behavior in turn is

Mechanism 3 M
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258 dependent on the system in which they are embedded,

259 it is less tempting to think in terms of reduction.

260 Cross-References

261 ▶Causality

262 ▶Complex System

263 ▶Complexity

264 ▶Emergence

265 ▶Epigenetics

266 ▶Gene Regulatory Networks

267 ▶Mechanism, Dynamic

268 ▶Mechanism, Multilevel

269 ▶Modularity
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